SERIES: From Doubt To Conviction: Removing the Stumbling Blocks To Faith.

#4-- Do You Believe in Miracles?

*The _________ are full of miracles…

1. What is a _________? A _________…A _________ intervention into the regular course of the world that produces a purposeful but unusual event that could not occur otherwise.

2. Aren’t Miracles _________? A _________…(Aren’t they contrary to the laws of modern science?)

   - They are a _________ of the laws of ________.
   - If I can’t see it, I ______ ______ it.

3. Why were there Miracles in the ________ and ________ of Jesus? A _________.(Rom. 1:4)

   A. They _________ His person, claims and ministry.

   “Men of Israel, listen to this: Jesus of Nazareth was a man accredited by God to you by miracles, wonders and signs, which God did among you through him, as you yourselves know. Acts 2:22

4. What about the Miracle of _____ ______? A _________…

   A. The Mystery of His ______

      - Isn’t it ________ impossible?
      - Isn’t it ________ derived?
      - Isn’t it ________ unsupported?

   B. The Mystery of His _________…Micah 5:2

5. What ________ do Miracles have in _____ ______? A _________…

   ➢ They provide _________…confirming God’s Message and Messenger.

What is faith? Faith is trust or commitment to what you think is true!